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1. Let r be the principal circle group whosεelements make the unit disc or the 
upper half plane invariant. Here we consider only the group whose elements act on the 
unit disc D= 1 z ; Izl< 1 f . The unit circle Q= 1 z ; Izl = 1 f is called the pr泊cipal
circle. 
Some results about the discreteness of the group of the linear transformations are 
known as in the following. 
Proposition 1 (H. Shimizu [4J). Let A (z)ニ(az十b)(cz十d)-lωitha， b， c， d E ~ 
and ad -bc= 1. Let T(z)ニ z+l. Then the grouρgenerated by A and T ゐnotdiscrete if 
0< Icl < l.
The fol1owing result is due to S. Lauritzen ([2J). 
Proposition 2. Let G be a nonabelian real grouρconsisting 01 the identiかand
hY1うerbolicelements. Then G isdiscrete. 
But it seems open under what conditions the group containing the elliptic elements 
is discrete固 Sowe shall give the necessary condition for the principal circle group with 
this property to be discrete. 
2. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. Let V(z)=(az+c) (cz+a)一1 with a， c E ~仰dI al2 - Icl 2 = 1 be the 
tra加iformationwhichρreser:ι'es the unit disc D. Let F(z)=e-v-z (レミ3)be the eliρtic tra-
nslormation with orderν Then the gmuρr= <E， V> generated by E and V is not 
discrete if 0 < I c 豆1/江5.
Remark l. We shall find from this theorem thεfollowing fact: if the fuchsian 
* Present address: Kanazawa Womnen's CoIl巴ge.
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2Jri 
group r' preserving the unit disc D contains the element E(z) =εv-z(νとめ，the 
radii of the isometric circles of the elements of r'回 ceptthe elements of the subgroup 
r'(O)= 1 V;れ r'，V (0) = 0 fare smaller than /I5:-
The proof of this theorem is divided into two cases with respect to the order )J of 
E:(i) ν孟7，(i) 3三五 U三6.
3. Proof of the case ( i ).
1n this case Theorem is proved from the lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let ν三 7)be the tm附 formationsde詑:nedin Theorem. Set 
Vo= V and 十l=VnoEo
Icl < jて2si汗戸二士
for nミ0，ηεZ.The幻 itholds →Easη→ 00， 0< 
Proof It is dear that the sequence { f is distinct. We write 
anz-lC vn=--7tL，αn， cnE~， lanI2- 1 2=1， 
しが-t-a n 
and we 
























We shall get from 
(2) 1 c n1 2 (1 -11 cn 1 2 )(2sin与)2= 1 
N ow we can show induction 
(3) (2 sin与r2-1>Icn12， (η 二 0，1， 2，…) . 
It Is trivial for 11=0 from the assumption of Lemma固 Supposethat holds for n=丸
Using and we have 
ICk+112= Ic 12 {l十Ich 1 sin与)2< (2 sinι)2-1. 
Hence from and (3) we have also 
Ic n 1 > Icn+ 1 0， 1， 2， "'). 
Thus we obtain from and (4) 
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iιn 12 (].十Ico1 sin予)2〉 |CFZ4112.
S仙ir悶1 Therefore ¥ve 
can find f台'旨Tれιor江nillm孔1d1岡Gη12一!忙cnlい2ニ 1that 1日imη1γη ご E.
3ト→∞
Since it holdsγ=0.4841，. > 
加す=0.4337...，we have ./ (281:ヰ7て T>./(2 81中オゴ〉つよー
I /15 
Using this lemma we can easi1y prove the casε( 
4. Proof of the case 
This is the case in which [' contains an εIliptic element E(z) = e Z of orderν=3， 
4， 5， 6， Suppose that the group r =く V> is discrete 'Then it is well known that 
there eXl月ts an eleτneni: 
;a. c ¥ 
W=:LE，5j(la12-|什2= 1) of such that rt holds 
Icl 主 le I > 0 for al element U=(f;)ofF=<E V> which do not fix the 
([3J， p.19). The isometric circles I( and I(EWE-l) have the same radii 
REWE~' ニ1/ I c I with centers and gEWE~' ニ(- e IJ ， respectively 
At first we shall prove that I( W) and I(EWE-l) intersect to each other. 
H they do not i凶ersect，it holds = Icl-1;o:tan ~ (3手伝 (S問 Fig<1) 








=0，258固・昭 a This is the contradiction. Thus we may assume that I(W) ana I(EWE-l) 
く三L
へー 15< under 0< Ic I 
intersect to each other 
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5. Denote Ext the exterior of I( W) and set R= 1 z ; arg < arg z 
手2F→arg(gl1')f ii {Ext I(W)¥ハ {ExtI( E WE-l)) f (shadow part of Fig. 1). Further 
we denote by σ(S) and N(r) the Poincar合 (non-euclidean)area of the measurable set S 
and the normal polygon of r， respectively. Then it is obvious thatσ(R) 主σ(N(r))
It is well known that the Poincare area of the normal polygon N of the fuchsian 
group can be computed by using the Gauss-Boηnet formula ((1J， [3J). Suppose that N 
has 2n sides with no free sides. Associate with each cycle a number 1， which is 1 for an 
accidental cycle， the order of a generator of the cycle for an elliptic cycle and ∞ (that 
is， 1/1ニ0)for a parabolic cycle. With this definition， the value ofσ (N) is given by 
剛山一 1-2:;十)， 





Here the constants of the right hand side of the above inequality are the minimum 
values of σ(N(r))， when r has the elliptic element of order v ([3J). 
Denote by 2θthe intersecting angle of I( W) and I(EW古')(Fig. Since σ(R)ニ2π
π一子-拘 weobtain出 S削 rom(7)州市)ミ σ(N(r))
(ν=3) 
(8) 2π2 (ν=4，5) π←←-;"-'1，8 ~三 10 ' 
r (ν=6) 
6 ' 
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6. In order to develop the further discussion， we have to seek for the relation 
among the angles ;， 8 and the radius R 一一&.For this purpose we shall give the W=1"El 
following lemma (See p. 510 of [5J). 
Lemma 2. Thereゐarelation among t，恥 angles ~， 8 cmd the radi附 Rw=」-
I el 
as in the following : 
(10) 
1 +coe !， 








Proof By a suitable linear transformation preserving the unit disc， we may 
assume that I( W) is orthogonal to the real axis (Fig. 2). For the brevity we set q;=手，
a=Rwand ρ=gw (>0). Let (x-ρ1)2 + y2 = a2 be the equation of I( W). Since I( W) is 
orthogonal to Q: Izl =1， then it holds ρ2 = a2 + 1， so that the equation of I( W) in the 
polar coordinate is 
(11) r2 -2rρcos q;+1=0. 
Hence we have from (11) 
dr rρsm q;
dq; ρCOSq;-r (12) 
-→ 
Since θis the angle between the tangent of I( W) at P (ηタ)and the vector OP， we 
obtain from (12) 
(13) tan 8=げ表 Jρ2 cos2q;-1 ρsin q; 
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Hence from and〆ニα2十1，Vife have 
a-2二 1+ ~+cot2 r:p 
苧 1トtan2θ
'7， N ow we can prove the case of 羽leobtain from (9) and (10) the following 
estlmate: 
= ( I c I )2ミ Mν >-L (3 2玉 ν 三玉 6)， 
15 
where ニ 1+ +tan2子)，二 1+ トtadF7M5=(1-tadf)/2tan25
/146二 1.Thus Vlεcan conclude that /15 >れ 1 if r isdi8crete， 
lRemark 2. In the case of lJ= 2， Theorem does not necessariiy hold. Take the 
sεquence lxnf;=l such that 0 <xn<l， xn=O. We consider the group r generated 
η一一歩∞
the two色lliptictransformations : = -.z and 
A 
It is obvious r is
(l+x~ Xn 
2xnz-(1 ト x~ ) 
but the reciprocal of the radius of thεisometric cirde 
i8 I (1-x~ ) I which tends to 0 as幻ー〉∞.
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A!Jstrad A simpl巴旦ndsystematic recip色 ISpr日sentedwhich gives for any int己ger
o (distortion parameter) the family of exact solutions for gl'avitational fields of 
spinning masses and which reduces to give the famous Kerr solution for 0=1 and the 
Tomimatsu-Sato solutions for 0ニ 2，3， and 4， Our family of solutions reduc巴sto that 
of 仙台 Weylmetrics in thεC昌記 of110 rotation whεre th号parameterq vanishes 
Kerr1l has discovered a solution (o=l solution) for the gravitational field of a 
spinning mass. Ernse) has formulated the axially symmetric field 
problem， obtained the differential 
(~~*← lhi~ = 2~* マ~， 'C1ふ
and showed that the Kerr solution satisfiεs this equation， TomImatsu and Sato3) have 
discovered a series of solutions (oニ 2，3， and 4) for gravitational fields oI spinning 
masses which reduce to the series of Wey14) metrIcs in the limit of angular momentum 
parameter qニ O.
We shall present a simple and systematic recipεto give exact solutions with arbitr目
ary integerぷdistortionparameter) which are members of the series of Kerr and 
Tomimatsu-Sato solutions and which therefore reduce to the family of 
the limit of the parameter q =0， 
We use notations in reference 3)， We use prolate spheroidal coordinates x， y in 
place of cylindrical coordinatesρ， z and the notation a= x2 -1 and bニ y2-l. Ernsfs 
complex functions ~ are written as ~=(u十 We use the notations 
A=ポ十v2-m2ー η G=='J1Z2 トーが，H=um+t叫 and Iニ vm-un. There are the distor. 
tion parameter o and the angular momentum parameter q (andρsuch as t2+守2=1). 
Our family of exact solutions with any integer o can be expressed， besides 戸"qy， aJ， 
and bJ (j = 1， 2，3，. . . )， by functions F(i) with i= a" -k d'and 1， 2，.. ， ，o The 
functions F( i) are polynomials of a， b" and q 2， Polynomials F( i) are homogeneous 
with degree i over a and b and simultaneously homogeneous with degree o over Jう2 and 
metrics4) in
?
?
